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BARCELONA
Modern and luxurious!

Barcelona is a velvet fabric that looks luxurious and modern in different interiors. This furniture fabric
is breathable and features a special layer that prevents the rapid absorption of liquids. Barcelona’s
short-pile surface is soft, meaning that not only will bean bags with this fabric be comfortable, they
will also be pleasant to touch. No chemicals are used in the production of this slightly shimmering
fabric (verified compliance with REACH) and it is suitable for interior use. If needed, we recommend
dry-cleaning the bean bag’s cover using tetrachloroethylene. Give your home a touch of luxury with
Barcelona fabric bean bags!

Technical information:
Light resistance: 5
(according to DIN EN ISO 105-B02);

Fabric made of 100% polyester
Weight: 440 g/m²

Contains no chemical substances
(veriﬁed compliance with REACH)

Friction resistance: >100000 (Martindale test)
We recommend dry cleaning with tetrachloroethylene

Pilling resistance: 5
(according to DIN EN ISO 12945-2)

Colours:

Bordo

Brownie

Coral

Dark
Grey

Green

White
Grey

Mustard

Navy

Olive

Taupe

Turquoise
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ROLL 85
For extra soft lounging!

Roll is a donut-shaped bean bag designed for especially soft lounging. Round handmade bean bags
are made in two sizes: Roll 85 is smaller and more compact, and Roll 100 is more suitable for spacious
homes. This soft piece of furniture is designed with handles so that it would be easily moved to
different places in the room, thus making it suitable for both children and adults. The granules inside
the bean bag perfectly adapt to the body shape, thus providing a person with more comfort. Roll is a
perfect choice when you just want to lounge and nothing more.

Length: 88 cm
Height: 60 cm

60

Width: 88 cm
Volume: 300 L
Handmade
With inner bag

88

88
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POSSIBLE BEAN BAG MODELS

LET‘S GET IN TOUCH!
SALES@PUSKUPUSKU.COM
+370 699 67455

Seat Barcelona Navy
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